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work
Drawing Boundaries Between Work
and Life
Try not to stress about having that perfect work/life
balance. What is that anyway? Instead, think about what
matters most to you and think about boundaries, rather
than balance.
The idea you can be ‘present’ at work or in the home
can be practically impossible to achieve, in part due to
the many issues you are trying to juggle. Your thoughts
switching from work to home, and vice versa, is a natural
response to have. Instilling hard boundaries between the
two can result in unnecessary energy being spent trying
to stop invasive thoughts about one, while concentrating
on the other. In turn, this can affect your mental health or
happiness. Instead, being open to some fluidity of thought
and having less rigid boundaries between your home and
work responsibilities can help you achieve better balance,
reduce anxiety and enhance resilience.
To help you to establish boundaries, which work for you,
try:
 Having more realistic self-expectations and being less
rigid
 Reframing the idea of work/life balance
 Protecting your downtime from technology – if you
prefer to stay connected to work, do so, but set limits
 Finding time for what matters to you most

Successful Networking
Some people perceive networking as being pushy,
overbearing or ‘using’ people. However, networking
is a way to find and establish new, mutually beneficial
connections through which you help each other, perhaps
by imparting skills, knowledge or introductions to
other contacts.
It can be beneficial to extend personal and professional
networks to help meet new people through people
you already know, including colleagues, customers or
friends. This helps you to share experiences, interests
and connections.
The following hints and tips may help you to be successful
in networking:
 Be yourself
 Be curious – ask about the other person
 Use active listening to help to connect
 Find common ground
 Use interpersonal and social skills to put someone
at ease
 Use humour or empathy, when appropriate
 Be aware of non-verbal communications

Financial Lessons We’ve Learnt
Throughout Lockdown
Last September saw a huge surge in people changing their routines once again. Schools reopened, restaurants began
filling up and many workers were encouraged back to the office.
In this blog, we look at the financial lessons we’ve learnt throughout lockdown. Of course, everyone’s situation has
been different throughout the pandemic. October could be a particularly difficult time for many people as furlough
comes to an end, as do many payment holidays...

Find out more by visiting the vClub Debt and Money Blog
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Playground Politics
Bullying, telling tales and cliques can all be part of school
life – and students experiencing or witnessing any of these
should talk to a teacher, a parent or confide in another
trusted adult. However, what happens when it is the parent
who is feeling the effects of ‘playground politics’ - what can
they do?
There are a number of ‘socially established’ groups
involving parents such as ‘yummy-mummies’, ‘stay at
home mums’, the brand new 4x4 drivers and working
mums rushing around to get from work to school on time.
In addition, what about the dads who take on or share
responsibility for the ‘school run’?

Did you know?
The Manager Support team offers
support, help and guidance when
you want to consider a different
perspective on an issue

Why not take a few minutes to relax your mind by
filling in this mindful colouring exercise.

It is common for negative behavior to be observed between
parent groups, including social exclusion, back stabbing,
rumour spreading etc. While team identity can be a positive,
why do these group dynamics seem to take over?
The reasons behind adult group dynamics amongst
parents at the playground gates may include:
 Being in the school vicinity reminds us of our own
school experiences – good and bad
 When we feel vulnerable or anxious we put up barriers
between ourselves and others
 We gravitate towards, and tend to bond with people
we feel are just like us
 We feel power in a group
 We think we will be judged on the performance and/or
the behaviour of our children
 We worry about our children not fitting in, not being
popular or being excluded from a group if we don’t
conform to the adult equivalent
Realising many parents go through this anxiety at some
stage might help us to acknowledge this bias and anxiety
exists. In the meantime, we need to be mindful of our own
behaviour as role models and continue to support our
children as best we can.
The articles here do not necessarily represent the opinions or policies of your employer and should not be considered as a definitive health guide.
Please refer to other sources for guidance on workplace policies and also on health matters that specifically relate to you.

